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On the 11th December 2004 representatives from these clubs held the inaugural meeting of
the Irish Wolfhound Health Group. The purpose of the IWHG is to monitor and promote the
health and welfare of the breed, and it is hoped, would have greater effectiveness through a
single united organisation acting on behalf of all three clubs, than the individual clubs alone.

It was agreed that health issues would be the main concern, but that the group's remit should
also extend to cover other issues that may affect the future welfare of the breed. This might
include potential animal legislation emanating from the EU, The Animal Welfare Bill and other
legislation which may have a negative impact on the breed, such as the Dangerous Dogs Act.
Also, there is the necessity to inform and educate the public so as to maintain the current good
reputation of the breed.

As part of the IWHG these three breed clubs have joined hands to produce this leaflet, to help
you care for your new Irish Wolfhound throughout it’s life, to help you recognise when there
may be a need for breeder advice and/or veterinary attention, together with hints on how to
deal with some of the health issues which affect Wolfhounds.
Irish Wolfhound Health Group Website - www.iwhealthgroup.co.uk
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Reputable Irish Wolfhound breeders, who are usually also members of one, two, or all of the
breed clubs, normally enter into an agreement with new owners that they should be contacted
if the owners find they need help and advice, or can no longer keep their Irish Wolfhound.
If you have mislaid your contact names or telephone numbers or did not have an agreement
then please contact any of the following:-

Irish Wolfhound Club
(GB mainland excluding N I.)
Secretary, Jean Malley
Tel: 01704 227875
E-mail: jmalley@ainsea.co.uk

If you need to rehome your Wolfhound
and have lost your breeders contact
details then please contact the
Irish Wolfhound Rescue Trust
for help and advice.

Irish Wolfhound Society
(GB mainland excluding NI)
Secretary, Jane Roe
Tel: 01142 883382
Email: janeroe1@btinternet.com

Irish Wolfhound Rescue
(England, Scotland & Wales)
Secretary, Jan Pain
Tel: 01550 777605
email: jan@ravensbeech.fsnet.co.uk
Or if Jan not available
Jean Malley jmalley@ainsea.co.uk

Irish Wolfhound Club of Northern Ireland
** including Rescue help & advice**
Secretary Marion Finney
Tel: 00 353 1 8078993
email: gulliagh@eircom.net

For Northern Ireland contact
Secretary Marion Finney
Tel: 00 353 1 8078993
email: gulliagh@eircom.net

The IWHG would like to thank Allys Simpson for her hard work in producing the
cartoon sketches used throughout this leaflet.
©
This publication is copyright protected to the Irish Wolfhound Health Group,
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
without prior permission from the Irish Wolfhound Health Group
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From the first day…………………

Please enjoy your lovely new
Irish Wolfhound.
The information on the following pages is suitable
for any wolfhound coming into your home for the
first time, whether a new puppy or an adult,
Give him lots of love and attention, feed, train
and exercise him as suggested on the following
pages, and you will end up with a beautiful, well
mannered Irish Wolfhound that has achieved his
full potential and that you will be proud to have as
a member of your family.

Some advice about settling your
new Wolfhound into your home
DO from the beginning please show him the RULES of the
house.
Be kind but firm.
DO give him lots of love & hugs and always praise him
when he does what you want.
DO use single words when instructing, sentences will not
be understood and he will be confused and then not
know how to please you.
This does not mean you can’t talk to him in sentences
when you are praising him, he will just love the soft
tone of your voice, but if you are annoyed or trying to
train him then single words will sink in better.
Please be consistent.
DO house train him gently, always praise him
for relieving himself when & where you want him to,
try not to be angry if he has an accident indoors.
In general Wolfhounds are very clean and he will soon

learn what is required.
You can always ask your breeder

Please Remember that household objects can also be a danger to your Wolfhound
Putting the time in now pays dividends in the future
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DO
let him know, gently but firmly when he has not pleased you, BUT, only when
you catch him in the act, it’s no good later; he will not remember what he has done to
deserve a telling off.
For instance if you leave him unattended for long periods he will become bored and
possibly destructive, so if you return to find the kitchen cabinet doors chewed or the
control knobs removed from your washer, but he is sleeping or comes to you happily
wagging his tail, it’s no good shouting at him, he doesn’t know what he has done
wrong, only that you are angry with him for being happy to see you – please do not
confuse him, just love and guide him.
This will also apply to an adult who has just joined your family, he will be stressed and
confused about the changes in his life, be firm but gentle.
DO NOT give him lots of food treats or as a bribe, he will want to
please you if you praise him and too many treats between
meals can spoil his appetite, it is important that he eats a
proper balanced diet from regular meals. Use your common
sense about this.
DO NOT allow him to push through doorways ahead of you, or rush
to the front door if you have a caller, teach him to STAY or
WAIT, you go first then he can follow. This will avoid him
rushing out into the road or rushing at the caller, albeit to be
friendly, but not everyone likes dogs.
DO NOT allow young children or teenagers to play rough and
tumble games. The child always ends up underneath the dog
and thinks this is fun, but the dog is actually being taught to be
rough and dominant.
This won’t be his fault, you taught him.

DO NOT allow him to be taken for walks by children alone who are under 16. If another dog should
attack when your dog is trying to be friendly and a fight breaks out a young child or teenager may
not be able to control it and someone may be badly injured.
Adults should always be in control
DO NOT ever leave young children and dogs alone. No matter how wonderful this breed is with
children and people in general, they are still just dogs and giant ones too and accidents can
happen.

You must be responsible at all times
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DO NOT allow him to push or jump at you when placing his food
bowl. Make him STAY OR WAIT before you put his bowl down
DO NOT allow him to climb stairs, this can and probably will cause
damage to his growth, putting too much pressure on his front
both going up and coming down the stairs. The damage would
be even worse to him and you if he fell down. Put a stair child
safety gate at the bottom, keep it there for the first year at
least, and eventually when you remove it he will probably
never bother to go up them.
Dogs should not be upstairs anyway, their place is downstairs, not
in the bedroom, he is your family pet and although you will
look upon him as a member of your family, rightly so,
remember he is a dog and should know his place in the
hierarchy. No matter how much you love him he should be
bottom of the pack with you & your family at the top.

His Bed A flat mattress type is best, with removable covers which can be washed and changed
regularly. Certainly not bean bags. You should make an area he will know as his own, this is where you
should make him go at YOUR meal times, he must learn not to interfere when
you are eating.

Overnight or when out, do leave your puppy or hound of any age in a safe area.
If you have other dogs then it is sensible not to leave your new wolfhound alone with them, try and let
him sleep where he can see them and they him, but not be together until they are well used to each
other. If you have a new puppy you need to be sure he will not annoy the older dogs, particularly if you
have a veteran who may not be quite so tolerant anymore. Once he is grown, he and the other dogs will
enjoy curling up together.
If you have children please make sure they understand how important rest is for the young puppy
and that he should not be disturbed when he is asleep
this also applies to the adult who should be left alone when sleeping.
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Feeding.
It is best to follow the breeder’s recommended regime and diet until he is at least 9 months old, the
longer the better.
We are not going to suggest what you should feed, your breeder will have given you a puppy to adult
diet sheet, but the following are some common sense precautions you should consider.
If your puppy is on a highly balanced complete puppy food then it is not
advisable to add fresh or tinned meat or milk or synthetic calcium
additives. Apart from upsetting the balance of the vitamins and minerals,
the latter can cause more bone problems, natural calcium found in the
food is better. There is nothing wrong with meat, fish or milk, on the
contrary, it is excellent food if you are feeding a natural diet and using
mixer kibble, vegetables or pasta instead of a complete puppy food, but
adding to a highly balanced complete food can create problems A tiny
amount of fresh tripe, which has little food value, in very small amounts
will not upset the balance and does encourage eating, they love this
smelly food. (Tinned is not suitable to be added because it has vitamins
and minerals to make it a complete food)
Whatever the feeding regime you must make sure your puppy eats
regularly.

NEVER LEAVE DRY FOOD DOWN FOR SELF SERVICE TYPE FEEDING
After feeding allow him to relieve himself, particularly important before bed time. It is unfair to expect
him to hold on for such a long time when he can’t ask to be let out.
Do not play with him, getting him excited. Keep him calm and allow him to sleep after meals, although
usually you can’t stop the very young puppy having a mad 5 minutes after feeding then suddenly
crashing out, this is typical, but when older or adult it is important to keep them calm around feeding
time, this can also help to avoid bloat which is a dangerous condition.
See Bloat under Health issues page 12
Repeat your breeders recommended feeding regime at the suggested times. Once served leave it down
for 15 minutes if not eaten remove it throw away and do not feed again until the next due meal.

Please remember to
HAVE A FEEDING REGIME WITH YOUR PUPPY & STICK TO IT,
Try making him go to his bed when you start to prepare and eat your
meal, if taught now he will probably never bother you when an adult.
He will soon learn the rules and no doubt go quietly to his bed.

They do learn the rules very quickly provided you stick to them with a good routine, and will probably
end up being the epitome of good manners, and you will be so proud.
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It is recommended by many breeders that the food bowl should be
raised up off the floor, they feel this can help with digestive
problems, although there is a school of thought that it is better to
feed from ground level.
Speak to your breeder about this.
If you prefer to raise the bowl the Stands are available from most
good pet shops or stands at dog shows. An alternative is an old
chair you can cut a circle out of the seat to stop the bowl from
falling off. This should be suitable from puppy through to adult.

You must increase his food weekly otherwise he could be
undernourished. If feeding a complete food then the food bag does
give some guidelines, but usually they do require more in the bowl
than stated, but you can see how the increase must be gradual.

Some people add more when they see the bowl has been cleared of food, this might work for some
dogs, but not all because some dogs always leave a few crumbs, so these dogs, although not
necessarily hungry, could be undernourished, certainly initially anyway. You can’t make it up later if the
puppy is not properly fed.
A saying often heard from farmers “ half the pedigree goes
down the throat” This means good food right from the
start, and enough to keep him well covered and promote
good bone growth.
You cannot make it up later.
Please do not give titbits/scraps from your table.
Remember he will soon be able to help himself from your
work-top, let alone the table and your lives will be a misery,
particularly at meal times and so will his if you do not teach
him from the first day

.

DO NOT offer special foods to tempt, you must be in charge; you decide what he will eat. Only in very
rare situations will a dog starve himself. Do not feed titbits between meals; you must get the puppy
onto a proper daily routine
Usually at about 5 months you can go down to 3 meals remember to increase the portion sizes adding
in the amount of the meal you have cut and continue to increase daily amount as he grows.
At about 10 months to 12 months you can go down to 2 meals. Only decide this if puppy is well covered,
if you think he will benefit from 3 meals for a little longer; maybe he is going through a growth spurt, if
so he will need the extra nourishment for a little longer, You can try again in a month or so, depending
on what food you are feeding. He should always be well covered, as a puppy and throughout his life.

You should consult your breeder regarding the actual food and feeding regime, the above are
only guidelines. Keep him fit not fat.
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For the adult you should be able to find his ribs but not see them and when looking along his back he
should have a waist, not a very exaggerated one, then he would be too thin, but there should be
definition. Sausage like bodies do not look attractive & fat is not good for your dog. He should also be
well muscled, which will usually naturally build up gradually in the puppy/teenager but the young adult
and older hound will only keep or develop good muscular condition from good food and regular
exercise.

The adult dog will continue on 2 meals per day for his life.

If you are unlucky and the new puppy or adult becomes finicky with his
food then it is best to sort this out ASAP and applying the following
common sense guidelines usually works. He needs to be hungry to
appreciate his food and once his eating habits are sorted he should never
look back.

Starve for 24 hours NO TITBITS
Next day half cup (tea cup not his normal measuring cup) of normal food
for breakfast the same again at supper, = just 2 meals this day
2nd day three quarters of a tea cup but feed his normal regime, either 2-3
or 4 meals depending on his age
3rd day Full tea cup serve it at normal feeding times. STILL NO TITBITS
4th day now onto half to three quarters of your normal measuring cup of
food serve at normal feeding times
Next day and so on now gradually increase to his correct amount and he
.
shouldn’t look back, taking about 5 to 6 days to get him back to normal
amount and feeding regime.

It is up to you to decide what he eats, remember he ate this food with his litter mates so no reason to
suddenly decide he doesn’t like it, do not allow him to call the tune. He will be healthier and happier if
you guide him from the beginning, he will thrive from knowing the rules.
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Exercise
For the puppy or the older hound who may not be fit. Not too much or too
little. They must have exercise for healthy development both mentally and
physically. No roadwork until well grown and for the older hound build it
up gradually to suit his fitness levels.
The small puppy should just be allowed to play in the garden at his own
pace, he will stop when he is tired, BUT, if you have other dogs or young
children, then you must monitor him. He should NOT be allowed to run
around the garden all day; he needs rest, plenty of it. Food, rest and grow.
There are many reasons why you should be careful not to allow the young
puppy too much exercise or free running around.
Some are=
1. He will run his food off, too much adrenalin using up energy and food
value and may not develop properly
2. He can cause trauma damage to his bones, OCD (Osteochondrosis - a
chip off the cartilage, and also known as footballer’s knee) is a danger
to large and giant breeds, and one of the causes is too much exercise
which can result in accidental damage (trauma).
3. It can also cause the front feet to point east and west instead of
straight forward, (incorrect feeding can also contribute to this),
although too much running around seems to be the main contributory
factor.
4. Do not take him for long walks, or road walking which we call
pavement pounding; this will ruin him and his legs. This type of
exercise can come later when he is fully grown.

Wolfhounds generally do not enjoy pavement pounding anyway, this is boring, they are really only happy
when free running, or galloping, but in a safe area. The problem is that they do not have a say in what
you decide, so you have to think about their requirements very carefully

In the garden

You do need to lead train him which can be done in the garden, but once he has had all his
vaccinations he can be taken out somewhere interesting, perhaps you will need to drive
him somewhere, BUT when you arrive exercise under control and only for 5 minutes at a
time each day, he needs to enjoy it, but beware of damage to his soft bones running over
uneven ground
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It is a good time to teach him to be biddable, also you can never rely on a hunting hound to come
when called so you must try and instil this into him from the very first. You must always remember
that Wolfhounds can kill sheep, deer and other small dogs and cats, if not under control
Before you let your dog off the lead, you must
feel secure that he will come when called, make sure it is a safe area away from livestock or maybe
even small dogs, if he has not been socialized well, or if he a new adult Wolfhound who has just joined
your family, be careful, and be in control. This is when a good strong extending lead is useful, for a
new adult it gives you the time to train before taking the plunge and allowing him to be off the lead.

Build up very gradually,
5 minutes until 4 months.
10 minutes at 5 months
15 minutes at 6 months

Take the time to drive to the dog exercise area used locally, let him see the other dogs he will be
mixing with and for them to see him, just stay for 10 minutes, do not let him off the lead for a long
time yet, although if you have an extending lead this is a good way to train him to come when called
and let him go again.

These guidelines for exercising and socialising are also suitable
if you have an unfit adult join your family
Following this introduction method, particularly for the puppy is a good idea so he can make friends.
Also if you have a new adult in your household then this is a good way for the local dogs to get used to
seeing him and you can assess what he is like with other dogs
If you have a puppy then this way the other dogs who regularly exercise here will be happy to play when
he is the full grown giant wolfhound, rather this than turning up one day with an unknown giant of a
dog, and you know the saying “attack is the best form of defence” you don’t want these smaller dogs
taking that attitude and putting your happy hound on edge.
Obviously for the older dog that is new to your home you will have to be very cautious, giving you time
to assess his reaction to other dogs.

Do not take any risks
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If the older puppy or your new adult is
causing problems with lead training then
try a Halti or head collar available from
most good pet stores.
This is a safe & gentle form of control,
although it is advisable to also have a
loose slip neck chain to clip to as well,
just in case he slips the head collar.

Once he is at least18 months he will need at least a 45 minute gallop in a safe area. Ideally a 10 to 15
minute walk there and playing, running around for 45 minutes, then the walk back home, on a daily
basis or at least 4 times a week, will keep him fit and healthy both mentally and physically, but
remember to be in control.
If you have ring-craft/obedience training classes in your area, it is a good idea to take your puppy or
older hound along to socialise him, this will benefit him a great deal. It is important that your puppy or
adult is happy with dogs he meets in other situations.
For the unfit older hound the above guidelines of gradually building up from 10 minutes daily &
increasing it will help him become fit and so enjoy longer walks and free running in a safe area .

Health Issues
Anaesthetic
Anaesthetic is to be avoided in Irish Wolfhounds, as with other sight hounds, except when absolutely
necessary.

Anaesthesia & Surgery

The body weight of a sight hound is mostly muscle and bone so they will require far less anaesthetic
than say a St Bernard of the same weight, but his weight is made up of body fat which absorbs
anaesthetic better. If a Wolfhound receives the same amount of anaesthetic as a St Bernard it could
kill him.
Use of sedatives/anaesthetics has been known to cause problems in sighthounds, speak to your
breeder for information and do not be afraid to ask your vet’s advice about anaesthetic

Irish Wolfhounds are still dying from an overdose of anaesthetic
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Bloat (Gastric Dilatation Volvulus)
THIS IS AN EMERGENCY.
YOU MUST GET YOUR DOG TO THE VETS AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE.
Deep chested dogs are the most prone to this problem.
The first signs can be any or all of the following.

If a meal is missed better to give less at the next meal, do not try to make up for the missed meal, this
is more likely to cause problems,

Bloat is a very serious, life-threatening health risk for many dogs, especially deep chested breeds. Bloat
can kill in less than an hour so recognizing the condition and getting your wolfhound to a Vet is
extremely important.
Anatomy of Bloat
Bloat refers to two conditions. The first is gastric dilatation, in which the stomach distends with gas and fluid.
The second is volvulus – or torsion, in which the distended stomach rotates.
The spleen is attached to the wall of the stomach, and therefore rotates with the stomach.
If not corrected quickly, the blood supply is cut off and the tissue of the stomach wall will die. Bloat develops
suddenly, usually in a healthy active dog and in all circumstances the dog must be taken to the vet quickly.

Symptoms
· Swelling of the abdomen (particularly on the left side) and tender.
· Restlessness and pacing, standing with head down.
· Un-productive vomiting may bring up foam but no food.
· Stomach sounds like a ‘drum’ when tapped
· Lack of normal gurgling sounds from stomach
· Salivating
· Dark Red gums (pale in late stages)
· Anxiety
· Whining for no apparent reason

Possible Causes
· Exercising vigorously before or immediately after a meal.
· Rapid Eating - (can cause gulping of air).
· Drinking a large amount of water too quickly, (can cause gulping of air)
· Genetic pre-disposition
· Stresses such as travel, fear, bitches in season etc
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Suggestions for Avoiding Bloat
· Don’t feed after exercising - ideally let an hour pass before and after feeding.
· Don’t let the dog gulp large amounts of water after exercising
· Consider splitting the daily feed over two meals
Avoid stress
If feeding a dry complete food, always ensure it does not swell when soaked - as it will do this in the
stomach of the dog. Soak a small amount of the food to ascertain whether it will swell or simply
soften.
If your dog gulps his food, consider using a specially designed food bowl or placing a large stone in the
centre of the feed bowl (to fill one quarter the area of the bowl) - this can slow the dogs eating down
as he negotiates the stone.
Veterinary Care
If dilatation is the only symptom, the Vet may try to relieve the build up of gas with a stomach tube
inserted down the mouth and through the oesophagus into the stomach.
Gas needs to be expelled plus some of the contents within the stomach.
It is possible that relieving the trapped gas will suffice but if not, or if it is apparent that the gut has
twisted, the dog is then prepared for surgical intervention to examine the abdominal organs to
assess the damage and to also reposition the stomach.
In many cases the spleen is seen to be enlarged and may need to be removed. The vet will attach the
dog to a saline drip to reduce toxic shock and restore the electrolyte balance.
Post-operative care is as crucial as the initial emergency surgical treatment and usually the dog
requires intensive care for at least a few days but needs constant monitoring in the first 48 hours.

Shock and dehydration are very common post-operative complications which require careful
experienced monitoring.
On returning home the dog will need careful nursing and management of diet which will be advised
upon by your vet. The majority of dogs having undergone surgery will recover fully in time.
There is a procedure called a Gastropexy whereby the stomach is stitched into place to prevent
further rotations. You can talk to your vet about this procedure and they can decide whether it is
viable to perform it during surgery or whether it would be in the dogs best interest to have this done
as a preventative measure at a later date once it has recovered.
Whilst a Gastropexy can prevent further twisting of the stomach, it does not prevent the dog from
gassing if it is prone to this for some reason.
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Blood Repository/DNA Storage Programme
The IWHG is pleased to announce that we have now set up a Blood Repository in partnership with the
Animal Health Trust (AHT). This is specifically for Irish Wolfhounds to establish a DNA database to
help research into conditions affecting the breed.
This is a very exciting and important development for the future of our breed and we would urge
breeders/owners to submit blood samples from their hounds in order that we may all benefit from this
in the future.
The IWHG has agreed a protocol with the AHT and this is explained on our website. There is also a form
that can be downloaded to attach to any blood samples submitted. We have agreed the data derived
from the use of the DNA samples in research is to be used for the benefit of dogs only and not
commercial organisations seeking to use the information for other purposes.

As with all such projects, all information provided will be confidential.

If your dog is undergoing any investigation that involves a blood sample, for example Livershunt
testing puppies - ask your vet to keep any surplus bloods and send them in.
It is quite straightforward and instructions are on the website. If puppies being Livershunt tested are
not yet KC registered, they can be identified initially by the breeder in the usual way and then once
they are KC registered, those names can be notified to the AHT by the breeder.
All the breeder then has to do is notify puppy owners that the puppy’s blood has been submitted to
the AHT for future reference and should there be a change in the status of the dog’s health later in
it’s life, they should notify the AHT by submitting a form that can also be downloaded from the
website.

We hope you will support the
scheme.
For more information
or enquiries,
please contact
Jean Timmins
jean.timmins@btconnect.com

If we can store litter information in this way, it is very
valuable when trying to monitor and establish a disease’s
development and mode of inheritance,
This is a crucial development in the research already ongoing for Osteosarcoma and Heart disease.

website:
www.iwhealthgroup.co.uk
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Bursas swellings (fluid filled) around joints.
These form as a protection for joints and are commonly
caused by the hound crashing down onto a hard floor.
Bursas are mostly seen on elbows but can also form on
Pelvis and Hocks.
Pelvic ones come and go very quickly, sometimes in a
matter of a couple of weeks and usually do not require
any attention.
Elbow ones can take months, but will eventually go of
their own accord, however daily massaging can prevent
the bursa becoming hard and homeopathic treatments
usually work, (see below).
.
It is rare for them to require attention, but very occasionally they can become infected and become hard
making the dog slightly lame, seek your vet’s advice about treatment, but draining should be avoided,
usually antibiotics sort out the infection.
It is not recommended to remove, if your vet suggests it get a second opinion. Speak to your breeder or
if not available one of the contact names on the front page
Homeopathic treatments for bursas are very successful, and used by many breeders, they help drain the
fluid away.
Available from - Ainsworth Chemists. Tel: 020 7935 5330 - Fax: 020 7486 4313
or website www.ainsworths.com .
Also at www.irishwolfhounds.org has a list of homeopathic remedies.
It is very important to use the correct remedy, so if is advisable to seek the advice of a homeopathic vet,
a list for UK can be found at http://www.bahvs.com

Fleas & Ticks
If you live in an area where ticks are a problem then you should speak to your vet, there are treatments
available. Fleas are easy to deal with and there are treatments which stop fleas attacking in the first
place.
Some people recommend Garlic powder added to the food.

Heart Testing The IWHG who produced this leaflet, arrange regional heart testing, so there should be
one within reach of you. It is recommended that wolfhounds are heart tested annually from the age of 2
years. Picking up on a potential problem early on can make all the difference in the success of any
treatment needed. Do ask your breeder or one of the contact names inside front cover about regular
heart testing. It is great to know your dog is in good health and your breeder will be keen to be kept up
to date on any health issues. These test are very cost effective.
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Guide to dealing with heart problems
in your Irish Wolfhound
Irish wolfhounds have a high prevalence of cardiac dysfunction, some of which is inherited. This is why it is important to t est regularly from
the age of 2, or before being used for breeding. If you are aware of a heart condition before your dog shows symptoms, you are in the best
possible position to preserve its quality of life.
The most common abnormality is Atrial Fibrillation (AF). Not all cases of atrial fibrillation will progress to Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM), but
most will. Most wolfhounds with DCM will progress to Congestive Heart failure.
If your dog is diagnosed with heart disease, this does not necessarily mean that you are about to lose your wolfhound . As with humans, many
dogs are able to live relatively happy and healthy lives despite their condition when early diagnosis occurs and proper treatment is
administered.
Most of the treatment options available focus upon fixing irregular heartbeats, increasing the amount of blood that the heart pumps with each
beat, and reducing the build up of fluid that this condition often causes in the lungs and abdomen.

Methods of heart testing



AUSCULTATION – Listening to the heart with a stethoscope.
irregular heart rhythms can be detected.



ELECTROCARDIOGRAM (ECG) – Small electrodes are attached to the dog, which record the electric
waves generated during heart activities. (It is a painless procedure but the dogs are required to lie
on their right/left side.) This gives the cardiologist more information on the electrical system of the
heart, if they have a fast or slow heart rate and heart rhythm problems.



ECHOCARDIOGRAM (CARDIAC ULTRASOUND) - This illustrates the anatomy of the heart, including
the valves, chamber size, walls and thickness. With M-mode, the cardiologist is able to take
measurements which can then be compared to the breed norm.

This is where the murmurs and

Any one method on its own does not guarantee that a dog is free of the condition, so a full screening is
recommended. An annual test is also recommended and required if the dog/bitch is used for breeding.

Some of the heart problems
associated with Wolfhounds

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION is a heart rhythm disturbance. This is where the top chambers of the heart are out
of sync with the lower chambers, and therefore less efficient. Approximately 12% of wolfhounds have atrial
fibrillation. They can be asymptomatic, with no obvious problems as long as their heart rate remains within
normal 80-100 beats per minute, or at least below 140 beats per minute. Some wolfhounds can be
asymptomatic for a number of years, and not need medication, but they will need regular monitoring. Some
wolfhounds go on to develop Dilated Cardiomyopathy.
MURMUR is an abnormal heart sound
produced
when the blood flow into and/or out of
the heart becomes turbulent. It is graded
from 0 – 6 in intensity and is usually due
to a leaky valve or abnormal blood
vessel. It is not necessarily a cause for
concern, and it can come and go, but it
needs to be monitored as it might be a
precursor to the start of a problem.
DILATED CARDIOMYOPATHY (DCM) is
a progressive disease of the heart
muscle. The heart is unable to contract
normally and the muscle stretches, the
walls of the heart become thinned and
the heart gets bigger and less efficient.
Early diagnosis and medication can improve the condition greatly and improve the prognosis for survival .
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Canine Heart
Disease is marked
by a variety of
symptoms which
can include the
following:

 Lack of appetite
 Weight loss
 Lack of energy
 Pale gums
 Non productive coughing
 Fast
and
Irregular
breathing
–i.e.
over
40
breaths
per
minute
when
at
rest.
Check your dog’s breathing rate. It’s best to do this while your dog is sleeping. The normal respiratory rate for
dogs is 10 to 30 breaths per minute, although dogs that are panting during vigorous activity can breathe up to
200 pants per minute (that’s why you should check for your dog’s breathing when he is asleep).
 Increased heart rate – it is useful to know what your dog’s normal resting heart rate is.
The normal heart rate of a wolfhound is between 80 to 100 beats per minute. And if they are excited or
exercising not more than 140 beats per minute for long periods of time. The best area of your dog’s body to
check his heart rate is at the left side of his chest, at the spot where his elbow can touch if it is raised. Place your
hand over this spot; if you have a stethoscope that will make it much easier for you. Count the number of beats
his heart makes for 15 seconds, then multiply that number by 4
 Abdominal Swelling
 Fainting

Congestive Heart
Failure

 Heart Failure is a consequence of underlying heart disease.
 Heart Failure happens when the heart cannot pump enough
blood around to meet the needs of the dog's body, as the heart continues to work harder to pump blood, further
damage can occur
 Common symptom is fluid retention in the abdomen.
 Urgent treatment and medication is required to remove fluid build up and regulate the heart.
 Continued monitoring by veterinary surgeon is required.

Some of the drugs
prescribed for
heart conditions

FRUSEMIDE – a diuretic which reduces the water retention in the body by increasing the production of urine.
VETMEDIN – opens up the blood vessels as they leave the heart and so reduces the resistance to blood circulating
around the body. This reduces the work that the heart has to do. At the same time it opens up the
blood vessels that return blood to the heart, reducing pressure on the heart.
FORTEKOR – an ACE-inhibitor which inhibits the hormones and compounds that constrict the blood vessels, making it
easier for the heart to pump.
LANOXIN (Digoxin) – helps the heart work better and it helps control the heart rate.
DILTIAZEM – a calcium-channel blocker which works by relaxing the blood vessels so that the heart does not have to
pump as hard. It also increases the supply of blood and oxygen to the heart.
ATENOLOL – beta blocker which slows the heart rate and reduces the amount of blood the heart pumps.

Many wolfhound owners have found the use of Vetmedin, supplied by your vet or on prescription for which some vets
may charge a nominal fee, helps to prolong the quality of life for their dog, above all other heart medication. It is
generally accepted well, and has, on occasions brought the enlarged heart measurements back to within normal
range. This does not mean that the dog is ‘cured’ or that it was wrongly diagnosed, it just means that the medication
has worked effectively. A large number of wolfhounds have responded well to Vetmedin, together with, if necessary,
an ACE-inhibitor. Whilst many wolfhounds are insured, some aren’t, and the cost of medication has to be taken into
consideration. If you aren’t insured, Vetmedin can be obtained relatively cheaply on line – 100 x 5mg tablets cost
approximately £45 (Apr 2011)
Supplementation

There is no proven evidence that these supplements aid heart conditions but they are referenced in on-going
studies in both animal and human heart conditions. You should check with your Vet before giving any
supplements.
Co-enzyme Q10
Thought to increase energy production in the heart muscle, increasing the strength of the
pumping action.
Healthy dogs naturally produce Taurine and L-Carnitine required for heart function, but some are unable to
synthesize these which can lead to a deficiency – supplementation may therefore help.
Taurine
Taurine is an amino acid required for the development and function of the myocardium.
L-Carnitine
L-Carnitine is required for the myocardial cells to produce energy and thus contract.
Fish oil
Is known to have a cardioprotective effect.
Magnesium
This is useful for a dog with Atrial Fibrillation who is NOT on medication as it is used for
regulating heart rate. If the dog is on Lanoxin (Digoxin) do not give it.
Vitamin E
Thought by some to improve heart health.

The IWHG hold regional heart testing by veterinary cardiologists at greatly reduced rates;
details can be found at: http://www.iwhealthgroup.co.uk Contact Rebecca Peek: milkwoodhounds@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 01252 793257 text 07860 142867
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Lumps on any part of the dog should be checked by your vet as soon as noticed.
Pneumonia in the Irish Wolfhound Key fact Guide
The Irish Wolfhound Health Group has put together this Guide to Pneumonia in the Irish Wolfhound in
response to a growing number of misdiagnoses and misunderstanding of the condition in the breed.
In America the drug of choice for wolfhounds is Rocephin (ceftriaxone), a 3rd generation cephalosporin,
which is not licensed in the UK. Excenel is the drug recommended by wolfhound people in the UK who
have had experience of pneumonia. Excenel is also a 3rd generation cephalosporin, available in the UK
licensed for pigs, but not licensed for dogs. To obtain it, a waiver needs to be signed by you.
Wolfhounds are unique in their presentation of pneumonia.
They may have a normal temperature and their lungs may appear clear on x-rays.
There have been a number of cases of Vets misdiagnosing pneumonia as heart failure. If your
wolfhound has clear lungs, does not have a raised temperature, but does have atrial fibrillation, some
Vets will put the difficulty in breath ing down to heart failure, and treat that, not the pneumonia.

Recognisin
g
pneumonia

Treating
pneumonia

Convincing
/
Alerting
Vets

• Sudden onset.
• Difficulties in breathing.
• Head lowered and stretched forward level with the back, neck extended to expand
the airway as much as possible.
• Dog reluctant/unable to lie on its side.
• Dog may or may not be coughing.
• Temperature may be very high — but a normal temperature does not necessarily
preclude a diagnosis of pneumonia.
• Their lungs may appear clear on x-ray.
• There have been cases of pneumonia in wolfhounds following a lungworm
infection. (Lungworm is no longer restricted to the south of England, and is
present in most areas)
• URGENTLY- if there is any doubt, treat with the antibiotics first, and argue later —
do not take a wait and see attitude.
• Most Vets will want to administer an antibiotic intravenously, as it is important to
hit it hard and fast.
• Fluids intravenously should be considered—but care should be taken if your
wolfhound has a heart condition.
• Excenel is the drug recommended by wolfhound people who have had experience
of pneumonia in the UK.
• Other antibiotics have been used — Ceporex, Baytril and Antirobe, Cefuroxime,
Zithromax, Marbofloxacin and Trimethoprim sulfa, but there is a better chance of
preventing a recurrence with Excenel.
• Drug treatment needs to continue for at least 4 weeks.
• Steam and coupage can assist in moving the congestion from the lungs.
• If your wolfhound has had pneumonia, it is more likely to have it again.
 You need to have a conversation about pneumonia with your Vet, before it
happens.
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Progressive Retinal Atrophy (PRA)
What is PRA?
Progressive Retinal Atrophy (PRA) is an inherited disease of the retina, in which the eyes are genetically
programmed to go blind. It has been termed ‘night blindness’ because this is the first thing that happens – the
dogs cannot see at night.
In latter stages of the disease the dog’s daytime vision will deteriorate. PRA occurs in both eyes simultaneously
and is non-painful.
In Irish Wolfhounds the condition manifests when the dog is an adult.
This is one of the breed’s success stories as the incidence in the breed is very low and we have not had a case for
several years now, due to the vigilance and sharing of information within the breed.
It is not only because people have tested for it.

Mode of Inheritance
In Irish Wolfhounds this is an autosomal recessive gene, this means that both parents of an affected puppy have
to carry the faulty gene.
It is considered a rare condition in this breed, and fortunately carriers for PRA are known and care can be taken
to avoid putting carriers together.
While there have been genetic tests developed for many other breeds, there has yet to be a test developed for the
Irish Wolfhound.
For a more in depth article discussing PRA in Wolfhounds follow this link www.iwhealthgroup.co.uk/pra2.html
and a list of known carriers can be found on the IW Health Group website www.iwhealthgroup.org.
Breeders must be aware that they will have to research well beyond a five generation pedigree to establish
whether these dogs appear within it.

Testing for PRA
The test that is available only tells you if a dog is affected or not, but cannot identify carrier status, so it cannot
prevent you from possibly producing it.
If a breeder knows that they have carrier lines in their pedigree then they would be advised to test their stock
before breeding at an earlier age as the disease might not have shown up by this stage.
However, unless you are aware of the carrier lines, this test would not prevent you possibly breeding with a
carrier. As there are new people coming into the breed all the time and also those carrier lines disappearing off
the 5 generation pedigree, it would be worthwhile keeping PRA at the forefront of our minds as a reminder to
check our pedigrees thoroughly before going ahead.

Breeding with Carriers
If a carrier for PRA appears on one side of the pedigree, none of the puppies will be affected – but some will have
inherited the gene from the carrier parent, although it is not possible to establish which of the dogs these will be.
A list of known carriers of the PRA gene can be found on the Irish Wolfhound Health Group Website www.iwhealthgroup.co.uk/pra
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In a breed with a small gene pool breeding with carriers is often a necessity, but they must be bred to known clear
lines.
With each generation the risk of the faulty gene being passed forward decreases exponentially until six
generations of breeding in this manner produces a risk of 1/132.
At this point the known carrier line can be considered in the same way as a clear line and the risk of producing a
PRA affected puppy is negligible.

However, recessive genes can never be regarded as completely bred out.
It is possible to get a Risk Analysis for PRA prior to breeding a litter by applying by email to Ann Janis email:
iwrisk@yahoo.com citing who the prospective Sire and Dam will be; breeders are encouraged to use this facility.
This will give you a percentage risk of whether or not PRA might result from this combination. If you are not sure,
don’t take chances, ask someone more experienced.
Although there have been no cases for several years now, it could still reappear

Tail damage
This can happen if the hound continually hits the tip of his tail on the corners of furniture, door frames
or mesh fencing. Even worse if he should break his tail, this would require amputation at the break.
You really must be careful to avoid this; it is very painful for the dog and bad for your interior décor! If
the tail is damaged it bleeds profusely leaving bloody splatters and or bloody brush marks all over the
walls & furniture.
You must get veterinary attention quickly. Many breeders find Preparation H (Pile cream) very
successful because it dries up the wound very quickly, just as long as he does not continue to hit his tail
on obstructions or licks or bites at it.
Be very careful about bandaging, if it is too tight it will compromise the blood supply and the tail will die
from the point the bandage starts.
It is best to leave the end open so fresh air can circulate
On the other hand the dog can chew & swallow the bandage causing a blockage which if not spotted can
kill the dog.
For this reason a soft muzzle or head collar is recommended when you are not with your dog and
overnight, so the dog cannot chew the bandage or continually lick his tail trying to make it better .
A muzzle can be more comfortable than a head collar which many dogs hate, and a soft muzzle still
allows the dog to lap water, USE ONLY FOR SHORT PERIODS OR OVERNIGHT. Some trial and error
will decide the best action.
It’s better to be safe than sorry
Contact your breeder who will no doubt have come across this problem and will be able to advise.
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Teeth - Keep them clean and healthy, Bacteria from bad teeth and
gums can enter the system and can cause heart disease

Torsion – See Bloat Page 12
Worms - Regular worming is absolutely essential. There are
many treatments available; speak to your vet.

General Hints
Raggers, Rolled Socks, Soft Toys, Balls of String It is not recommended to give these to your dog
whether puppy or adult. In fact nothing which he can chew bits off, swallow and cause an obstruction,
which, if you are lucky and spot in time usually requires major surgery, otherwise it can be fatal.

Soft plastic or furry toys with squeaks inside which have to be removed at all cost. Only give them
solid rubber or hard solid plastic type play things, these will usually survive a wolfhounds jaws. No balls
smaller than a tennis ball which must be solid, not hollow ones they can bite bits off.

So none of these toys with or without supervision . This also applies to cordless & mobile phones,
remote controls, shoes and children’s toys etc.

Collars & Neck chains Never leave pups or adult dogs alone when they are wearing collars or worse
still, check chains, strangulation is a real possibility.

Cooked Bones particularly chicken Never give these they splinter and can cause dreadful problems.
Wolfhounds do like to help, so keep well away when mowing the lawn, cutting the hedge, strimming or
practicing your golf swing!.

If you have any problems unless of course it is a life threatening emergency when your vet is the
first port of call, otherwise you should first contact your breeder, and if not available one of the contact
names on the inside front cover. Often a problem is something which can be sorted by advice, change of
regime/feeding or a growth phase not understood by the first time owner.
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As well as any other breed of dog, Irish Wolfhounds can suffer health problems.
Sadly at some point we all lose our hounds but your contribution in passing on any information that
lead to your hound dying at whatever age, could be of great value to those trying to improve the health
of our breed.

In addition to the DNA Storage Programme we currently have two breed specific research
projects that need your support – the AHT’s study into Osteosarcoma (Bone Cancer) in the
Irish Wolfhound, Dr Mike Starkey BSc PhD MSc(CCI)(Open) Email mike.starkey@aht.org.uk
or Tel: +44(0) 8700 509188 Ext 1229, Also Imperial College, London’s study into AF (Atrial
Fibrillation) in the hopes of finding a gene marker with a view to helping we humans as well.
Both studies require DNA cheek swabs to be taken and the Imperial study requires a heart
screening through the IWHG scheme. All easy, non-invasive and inexpensive.
If you would like your Wolfhound to make a valuable contribution to these or any other studies
we are involved in, please contact Jean Timmins e-mail jean.timmins@btconnect.com Or go to the
website www.iwhealthgroup.co.uk for more information and downloadable forms
For Cheek Swabs you can also contact Mike Starkey at contact details above.

Finally
Enjoy the new member of your family, but we must all be practical sometimes with the need to
attend to the day to day matters which perhaps we would rather forget.
Have you thought what would happen to your pet should something happen to you?
Do your neighbours know what to do if you don’t arrive home?
Do they have a number to call for someone who understands the breed
or who could look after yours if you suddenly become hospitalized?
Make some provision now.
Let a family member or good friend know what you would like to happen to your pets,
if the worst should happen to you.
Why not ask your breeder if there are any other Wolfhound owners in your area.
Our website address www.iwhealthgroup.co.uk
Contacts
Chairman Timothy Finney 00 353 18078993 Gulliagh@eircom.net
Secretary Miss Rebecca Peek 07860 142867 milkwoodhounds@yahoo.co.uk
Treasurer Mrs Jean Malley 07798 504960 jmalley@ainsea.co.uk
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